We discuss general properties and possible types of magnetic vortices in non-Abelian gauge theories (we consider here G = SU (N ), SO(N ), U Sp(2N )) in the Higgs phase. The sources of such vortices carry "fractional" quantum numbers such as Z n charge (for SU (N )), but also full nonAbelian charges of the dual gauge group. If such a model emerges as an effective dual magnetic theory of the fundamental (electric) theory, the non-Abelian vortices can provide for the mechanism of quark-confinement in the latter.
Introduction
we are fully aware that some overlap with earlier results is inevitable. The main interests here will be some general properties of the vortices such as the quantum numbers carried by their possible sources. Study of minimul vortex solutions in various types of gauge theories nicely shows how the the quantum numbers of the dual gauge groups introduced by Goddard, Olive and Nuyts [19] make natural appearance associated with the sources of these vortices.
For instance, the G = SU (N )/Z N theory (SU (N ) theory without fundamental matter), has quantized vortices which can terminate at sources in a fundamental representation ofG = SU (N ) group (with Z N charge). More general solutions (not all stable) are associated with sources corresponding to irreducible multiplets ofG, represented by the Young tableaux with n = 1, 2, . . . N − 1 boxes.
Which of these vortices other than the lowest, N -ality one vortex, represent stable vortices (and not just bundles of lower vortices), and what the relative tensions among them are, etc., are questions depending on the details of dynamics, quantum effects, etc., going beyond the scope of the general discussions in this paper.
General Characterization of Vortices: Flux Quantization
We consider a gauge theory in which the gauge group G is spontaneously broken by the Higgs mechanism as G =⇒ C (2.1)
with C a discrete center of the group. The general properties of the vortex, which represents a nontrivial elements of the fundamental group, 2) are independent of the detailed form of the scalar potential or of the number of the Higgs fields present: they are determined by the asymptotic behavior of the fields. The latter should be such that far from the vortex the gauge fields are pure gauge form, and the matter scalar fields are covariantly constant and at the minimum of the potential. With an appropriate gauge choice such fields can be taken, far from the core of the vortex (which we take along the z axis), as
where φ
A are fixed scalar VEVS at a minimum of the potential, and T i 's are the generators of the Cartan subalgebra of G. Since T i 's commute with each other, one has
so that the above vortex carry the flux
Such a flux is well-defined modulo gauge transformation which permute T i 's (Weyl transformations), hence β i 's:
where α is a root vector and E α is a nondiagonal generator in the Cartan basis.
The quantization condition on β j follows from the requirement that the fields are single valued, i.e.,
For SU (N ) with all scalar fields in the adjoint representation, C = Z N . For SO(2N ), N ≥ 2 with all scalar fields in the vector representation, C = Z 2 . The fact that U (2π) ∈ C commutes with all generators leads, by commuting it with E α 's, to the general codition for β,
Thus the minimum vortex of SU (N ), for instance, corresponds to U min (φ) with 
it is a loop in SU (N ). Since SU (N ) is simply connected, such a loop can be smoothly contracted to a point, as r is reduced from r = ∞ to r = 0.
The general condition Eq.(2.9) implies that the "charges" β characterizing the vortex live in the dual groupG of G, as shown by Goddard, Nuyts and Olive [19] in an analogous problem with the monopoles. This follows from the fact that the root vectors of the group in which the charges β live form the dual lattice of the original root lattice. The examples of such dual groups are:
(2.13)
Physical settings studied by Goddard, Nuyts and Olive [19] (monopoles) are slightly different from the ones studied here (vortices). Regular monopole solutions appear in a theory in which the gauge group G is broken spontaneously to an unbroken subgroup H by Higgs mechanism,
The first example of such monopole is nothing but the 't Hooft-Polyakov monopole of G = SU (2), H = U (1) theory [20] . Their possible charges, with respect to the (generally, non-Abelian) unbroken group H, are characterized by the weight vectors of the dual groupH [19] .
3. An Illustration:
For the purpose of making the paper self-contained, we first briefly illustrate the simplest nontrivial case of a Z 2 vortex. Consider a SO(3) = SU (2)/Z 2 model with the Lagrangean,
and the potential can be taken, for instance, as
The potential is taken such that the gauge group SO(3) is broken spontaneously at its minima. The minimum of the potential is at
where we have assumed |
By a gauge transformationφ 1 can be taken in the 3 direction (of the isospin space). Existence of regular solutions of vortex type can be easily worked out, which have the asymptotic behavior at large r (where we introduce the cylindrical coordinates (r, φ, z))
with
As this analysis overlaps substantially with the results of earlier works [12] - [15] , we restrict ourselves to a brief discussion given in Appendix A. Note thatÂ i andÂ ij are nonvanishing only for i = 1, 2.
As one goes around the string (which is taken to be along the z axis), the vectorφ 1 ,φ 2 rotate n times around the 3 axis of the SO(3) space: it gives rise apparently to a vortex with winding number n.
Indeed, following [11] one can show that for a static vortex,
where S 1,2 are the bottom and top circles of the cylindrical region considered, apparently allowing one to define a "conserved" flux. For the above mentioned string configuration, one finds
where the circulation is taken at a large radius r.
The problem with this definition of the flux is that it is not gauge invariant. In fact, in the case of the vortex with flux two (n = 2), it is possible to construct explicitly (Appendix B) a gauge transformation, regular everywhere, such that
By using such a gauge transformation, the apparent vortex can be gauged away. This corresponds to the well-known fact the 4π rotation in the SO(3) space can be smoothly shrunk to a point. On the other hand, for the minimum winding number n = 1, this is not possible due to the fact that
Sources of the vortices in the Higgs phase of SO(3) theory carry thus the unique Z 2 charge.
3
An analogous procedure might appear to be capable of eliminating the winding of the gauge fields hence the flux analogous to (3.8) in the Abelian, Abrikosov-Nielsen-Olesen vortices as well. The crucial difference is that in the latter case any such gauge transformation necessarily introduces a singularity in the gauge fields along the core of the vortex (r = 0): the flux is now concentrated within an infinitely thin vortex core: a vortex cannot be eliminated in an Abelian case, whatever its winding number may be. This fact reflects the topological property
Quantum Numbers of the Sources
The quantization condition on the vortices Eq.(2.8), Eq.(2.9) will be solved now explicitly, and the solutions will be classified, for SU (3), SU (N ), SO(2N ), SO(2N +1) and U Sp(2N ) gauge groups.
SU(3)
By normalizing the generators in a canonical way, we have
The normalization of the generators is such that the metric of the root vector space satisfies
With this normalization the asymptotin gauge transformation matrix becomes
The quantization condition U (2π) ∈ Z 3 gives
where for a vortex of minimum winding,
The minimum solution for β = (β 3 , β 8 ) is
where w is a weight vector of the fundamental representation, 3. Obviously, if one chooses the weight vector of the anti-fundamental representation,
one gets instead a vortex with flux minus one.
Also, it is clear that by taking vector sums of the minimum solutions 3n + 1 times (n = ±1, ±2, . . .), one constructs an infinite number of (probably all unstable except for n = 0) vortices of triality one.
Various choices for β in Eq.(4.7) are related by Weyl transformations,
which can be obtained by a gauge transformation of the form, Eq.(2.6). In other words, a vortex with one solution of Eq.(4.4), Eq.(4.5) and another vortex related to it by a Weyl transformation, are gauge equivalent. These correspond precisely to the possible sources of such magnetic vortex which carry the quantum numbers of the representation 3, and a unit triality. We have a unique gauge-invariant Z 3 vortex of triality one.
The solutions with triality two can found by choosing the solution of
From the point of view of Z 3 quantum numbers, of course, the triality two is equivalent to minus one; however a priori this may not be the whole story. The source of these vortices can carry also the full SU (3) quantum numbers. In the case of flux two, there are in fact two solutions, 12) which are the weight vectors of 3 * , and 13) which are the weight vectors of 6.
Classically these correspond to two distinct gauge-invariant sets of vortices. However, quantum mechanically, the vortex with the higher tension (probably 6) will decay into the one with the lower tension (probably 3 * ) through the gauge boson pair productions (Fig. 1, Fig. 2 ) 4 . We thus find a unique Z 3 vortex in the SU (3) gauge theory.
As the dual of SU (3)/Z 3 is precisely SU (3), the vortex found above corresponds to the confining string for the quarks if the present model is realized as the magnetic SU (3) theory (see Sec.5. below).
Note that the same asymptotic "charges", e.g., β i = ( √ 3, −1), appear in the solution for the 3 * as well as for 6. This shows that it is not correct in general to study the non-Abelian vortices by abelianizing the model (i.e., assuming nonzero field components only in some Abelian subgroup). Full non-Abelian equation of motion must be analysed.
And this leads us to another issue which are sometimes overlooked in the literature. As the vortex in SU (3)/Z 3 theory carries Z 3 flux, it cannot be BPS (i.e., the equation cannot be linearized) in general, and this makes the analysis of non-Abelian vortices more difficult than the Abelian case.
SU(N) gauge theory
The diagonal generators can be taken as 
They are vectors in N − 1 dimensional Euclidean space. The quantization condition for a vortex is
which reads for the minimum flux: 
for ifβ − w 1 were not a null vector, it would be orthogonal to each vector in the complete set, { w 2 , w 3 , ... w N }, which is an absurdity.
Other solutions of (4.17), (4.18) can be found by choosing different set of N − 1 n i 's to be equal to 1, and the remaining one (say, n j ) to be equal to −(N − 1). The corresponding vortex has
We thus find that the possible vortices of minimum flux are characterized precisely by the weight vectors of the fundamental representation of SU (N ), generalizing the result found for SU (3).
Note that these N solutions are not independent: they are related by gauge transformations hence physically equivalent. There is thus a unique (minimum) vortex of N -ality one.
The vortices of the minimum flux minus one (N -ality = −1) can be found analogously, with a plus sign on the right hand side in E. (4.17) , hence by changing the sign of β j in the solutions found above.
There are other solutions of (4.17), (4.18) representing vortices of higher N -alities. At the N -ality two, for instance, the solutions for β have the form, 2N (w i + w j ), i, j = 1, 2, . . . , N. 
symmetric and antisymmetric in color, respectively.
Solutions of N -ality k can be analogously be constructed by taking as β the vector sum of arbitrary k minimum solutions, Eq.(4.22). These vortices can be grouped into gauge invariant subsets, each of which has a source carrying quantum numbers of an irreducible representations of SU (N ) group,
all having k boxes.
The vortices of N -ality, 1, 2, . . . , N − 1 cannot be unwound by a gauge transformation, representing elements of the fundamental group
Nevertheless, this does not mean that each of the vortices (4.25) is stable against decay. A vortex of a given N -ality can decay through the pair production of gauge bosons into one of the same Z N quantum number but with a lower tension, via processes similar to the one in the SU (3) example of Which of these, apart from the smallest, N -ality one vortex, is stable against decay into a bundle of vortices with smaller N -alities, is again a dynamical question (i.e., depends on the form of the potential, values of coupling constants, quantum corrections, etc.). One would expect no universal formula for the relative tensions among vortices of different N -alities, on the general ground. However, there are some intriguing suggestions [24] that the ratios among the vortex tensions for different Z N charges, found originally in the pure N = 2 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory (broken softly to N = 1) [8] ,
might be universal. The results from lattice calculations with SU (5) and SU (6) Yang-Mills theories [25, 26] are consistent with the sine formula. More recent results on these ratios [27, 28] however seem to indicate the non-universality of these ratios, though the deviation from it may be small.
The absence of vortices of N -ality, N , can be understood since the charges corresponding to an irreducible representation with N boxes in the Young tableau, can always be screened by those of the dynamical fields (adjoint representation): the vortex is broken by copious production of massless gluons of the dual SU (N ) theory.
It is also easy to prove that these solutions do satisfy the general condition Eq.(2.9). In fact, for each root vector α, one finds from Eq.(4.22)
where we have used the well known theorem stating that for any root vector α and for any weight vector w, 2(α · w)/(α · α) is an integer. For SU (N ), α · α = 1/N , thus the general condition Eq.(2.9) is indeed met strictly by our solutions.
SO(2N)
The generators in the Cartan subalgebra of SO(2N ) group can be taken as 
they form a complete set of orthogonal vectors.
The form of the minimal vortex depends on the field content of the theory. If the scalar fields involved are all assumed to transform as tensor representations of even ranks (for instance, the antisymmetric representation), then the gauge group is effectively SO(2N )/Z 2 , with
(4.32)
The quantization condition for a minimum nontrivial SO(2N ) vortex is that U (φ) appearing in the asymptotic behavior of the fields Eq.(2.3) behaves in this case as
It means that β has a general form, in another irreducible representation. These are precisely the multiplicities of chirality ±1 spinor representations of the SO(2N ) group. We conclude that the sources of the vortices in SO(2N )/Z 2 theory carry the quantum numbers of the chirality ±1 spinor representations of the (dual) SO(2N ) group. They represent the nontrivial elements of the first homotopy group (4.32).
Consider instead a theory in which scalar fields in the vector (or any odd-rank tensor) representation get vacuum expectation values. The gauge group is now truely SO(2N ), with
(4.37)
The vortex representing the nontrivial element of this Z 2 is of the form, Eq.(2.3), with
The minimal solutions for β i are then:
corresponding to the sources in the vector (2N ) representation of the (dual) SO(2N ) theory.
SO(2N + 1)
The N generators in the Cartan subalgebra of SO(2N + 1) group can be taken as
where w k (k = 1, 2, . . . , N ) are the weight vectors of the fundamental representation, living in an N -dimensional Euclidean space and satisfying
they form a complete set of orthogonal vectors. The quantization condition in this case is:
The minimal solutions for β i are then 2N solutions:
which can be regarded as the weight vectors of the fundamental representation of U Sp(2N ) group which is dual to SO(2N + 1) (see Eq.(2.13)).
As the root vectors of SO(2N + 1) group are α = {±w i , ±w i ± w j }, the general condition Eq.(2.9) is satisfied minimally (i.e., β · α = ±1).
On the other hand, nonminimal solutions obtained by combining two minimal solutions β 1 and β 2 of the form, (4.43), make up a set with
these correspond (apart from an overall normalization) precisely to the root vectors of the dual group U Sp(2N ). These vortices can be gauge-transformed away as Π 1 (SO(2N + 1)) = Z 2 .
USp(2N)
The N generators in the Cartan subalgebra of U Sp(2N ) group are the following 2N × 2N matrices,
where
The weight vectors w k (k = 1, 2, . . . , N ) form a complete set of orthogonal vectors in an Ndimensional Euclidean space and satisfy
The quantization condition for a vortex is
which reads for the minimum flux:
The minimum solutions are 
Non-Abelian Duality and Confinement in SU(N) Theories
Classification of the possible phases of SU (N ) gauge theory at zero temperature was discussed by 't Hooft, by making crucial use of electromagnetic duality [29, 30] . The fundamental issue is the quantum numbers of the entity which condenses. If magnetically charge particles condense (magnetic Higgs phase), the theory is in a confinement phase, the Wilson loop displaying the area law. If electrically charged particles get VEVS, the theory is in a Higgs phase. If no particles condense, the theory is in a Coulomb phase, with a long range force between charged particles. Intermediate phases where particles charged both electrically and magnetically (dyons) condense, are also possible. In the pure SU (N ) Yang Mills theory, these charges -the external electric charges which can be introduced as a probe and which cannot be screened by the dynamical fields, and the possible values of the magnetic charges -are both classified by the center charge of SU (N ), Z N . If a field with (Z N , Z N ) = (a, b) condenses, any particles (c, d) having a nonvanishing relative Dirac unit with respect to it, ad − bc = {0 mod N }, are confined, while those having ad − bc = {0 mod N } are not.
However, such a classification is not quite complete. In particular, it is not clear in such an approach which the full set of effective low-energy degrees of freedom are and how they interact. It is in this respect that the results found in [1] are to be appreciated, as they purport to answer more detailed questions about confinement.
In fact, a more physical picture of confinement was proposed by 't Hooft through the so-called Abelian gauge fixing [6] . Assuming that the relevant degrees of freedom are the monopoles that appear as singularities of such a gauge fixing, the confinement is understood as the dual Meissner effect of the effective U (1) 2 ⊂ SU (3) theory. This proposal was widely studied in the literature; however, its correctness remains an open question (for instance, see [31] ).
In view of the problems with dynamical Abelianization pointed out in [7, 8, 9] , it would be an important task to assess the plausibility, and possibility, of a non-Abelian variety of dual superconductivity as an alternative, and perhaps true, mechanism of confinement in QCD. Our analysis show that the vortices appearing in the Higgs phase of the dual, magnetic SU (N )/Z N theory (in the case of the original, SU (N ) Yang-Mills theory) have the right properties required to confine quarks, if these are introduced in the electric theory. 
3)
The equations of motion for φ 1 are: Appendix B: Gauge transformation which unwinds the SO(3) = SU(2)/Z 2 "vortex" with flux n = 2
The fact that the "vortex" of winding two does not represent a true vortex, follows from the group property, Π 1 (SO(3)) = Z 2 . However, in this case it is easy to construct explicitly, borrowing the idea from [21] , a gauge transformation to "unwind" the apparent vortex-like configuration Eq. so that the "flux" disappears in the new gauge.
